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Theories formulated in the arena of teleparallel geometries are generically plagued by ghost-like
instabilities or other pathologies that are ultimately caused by the breaking of some symmetries.
In this work, we construct a class of ghost-free theories based on a symmetry under Transverse
Diffeomorphisms that is naturally realised in symmetric teleparallelism. We explicitly show their
equivalence to a family of theories with an extra scalar field plus a global degree of freedom and
how Horndeski theories and healthy couplings to matter fields can be readily accommodated.

I. INTRODUCTION

The equivalence principle, that can be understood as
a consistency requirement for the low-energy interac-
tions of a massless spin-2 particle, leads to a natural
interpretation of gravity as the geometry of spacetime.
Once the geometrical character of gravity is promoted
to a fundamental property, the appropriate geometrical
framework needs to be specified. The common approach
incepted by Einstein’s General Relativity (GR) uses a
pseudo-Riemannian geometry where gravity is ascribed
to the spacetime metric and the affine structure is com-
pletely fixed to be governed by the unique symmetric and
metric-compatible connection. This possibility is how-
ever not unique and the very same Einstein equations
admit equivalent formulations in teleparallel geometries,
i.e., geometries with a flat connection. If we constrain the
connection to be also metric-compatible (constituting the
metric teleparallel geometries), it is possible to construct
the (Metric) Teleparallel Equivalent of GR (MTEGR) [1]
by requiring a local Lorentz symmetry, while if we impose
the connection to be symmetric (symmetric teleparallel
geometries), we can formulate a Symmetric Teleparallel
Equivalent of GR (STEGR) [2, 3] by requiring a second
copy of Diffeomorphisms (Diffs) invariance. These three
equivalent formulations conform the so-called Geometri-
cal Trinity of Gravity [4]. This class of equivalent formu-
lations of gravity can be further extended to the General
Teleparallel Equivalent of GR (GTEGR) [5], where the
connection is only required to be flat, but we require an
additional local GL(4,R) symmetry.

Having at our disposal the discussed equivalent geo-
metrical formulations of GR, alternative routes to ex-
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plore extensions are opened. These extensions are how-
ever usually problematic already at the theoretical level
because they inherently come with the breaking of local
symmetries that jeopardise their consistency. The pres-
ence of pathologies can be subtle in some cases. For in-
stance, strong coupling problems seem to be ubiquitous
in the so-called f(T ) theories for many physically relevant
backgrounds [6–9], but this does not preclude performing
e.g. linear perturbations without encountering any ap-
parent inconsistencies. These strong coupling problems
are usually associated with the appearance of accidental
local symmetries for the linear spectrum around those
backgrounds. The hazards are more obvious in other
frameworks such as the symmetric teleparallel geometry
where extensions of the STEGR commonly entail intro-
ducing derivative self-interactions for the graviton that
break the full Diffs invariance and, thus, are prone to
propagating Ostrogradski ghosts. This has been put for-
ward in [10] where the unavoidable presence of ghosts for
the f(Q) theories has been explicitly unveiled.
In this note we will be concerned with the symmetric

teleparallel theories and our aim will be to show that the
original symmetries of the STEGR can be minimally bro-
ken so as to obtain a class of theories that are manifestly
ghost-free. We will see that the constructed theories ex-
plicitly break Diffs to its Transverse Diffs (TDiffs) sub-
group and that this suffices to guarantee the absence of
ghosts. Incidentally, we will show that these theories are
equivalent to a class of scalar field theories with the par-
ticularity that they contain a constant in the potential
that arises as an integration constant, i.e., it is a global
degree of freedom similar to the cosmological constant of
unimodular gravity.
The paper is organized as follows: We will commence

by reviewing the symmetric teleparallel geometries in
Sec.II. We will then move to the main focus of this work
in Sec. III where we will consider a TDiff invariant exten-
sion of the STEGR. We will show how the Stuckelberg
fields can be integrated out and an equivalent scalar field
formulation can be constructed. We will briefly discuss
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the symmetries and the cosmologies of these theories. We
will then proceed to the construction of other ghost-free
extensions beyond the general quadratic theories in Sec.
IV. The couplings to matter fields will be discussed in
Sec.V and we will conclude with the discussions in VI.

II. SYMMETRIC TELEPARALLELISM

A teleparallel geometry is defined by the requirement
of being flat, i.e., the connection must have vanishing
curvature Rα

βµν = 0. This condition can be integrated
for the connection in terms of an arbitrary reference (in-
ertial) frame Λα

µ so that

Γα
µβ = (Λ−1)αρ∂µΛ

ρ
β . (1)

Further imposing the connection to be torsion-free re-
quires the full integrability of the inertial frame so it can
be expressed as

Λα
µ = ∂µξ

α (2)

for some functions ξα. Having removed both the cur-
vature and the torsion, the only remaining geometrical
quantity associated to the connection is the non-metricity

Qαµν ≡ ∇αgµν . (3)

The form of the connection permits to choose some co-

ordinates where ξ̊α = xα and, hence, the connection
trivialises Γ̊α

µν = 0. This coordinate system is called
the coincident gauge and it is determined up to a global
affine transformation xα → Aα

βx
β + cβ . In this gauge,

covariant derivatives reduce to partial derivatives so, in
particular, the non-metricity becomes

Q̊αµν = ∂αgµν . (4)

This property is at the heart of the pathological charac-
ter of theories formulated in the symmetric teleparallel
framework [10] because an arbitrary action constructed
out of the non-metricity Qαµν and the metric gµν gener-
ically contains a spin-2 particle with derivative interac-
tions which, in the coincident gauge, are not protected
by any gauge symmetries. The natural path to obtain
sensible theories is to enhance the amount of gauge sym-
metries in the theory. In this respect, let us notice that
the original Diffs invariance in the covariant formulation
takes care of the connection degrees of freedom (that are
in turn just some Stueckelberg fields [11]). One can ex-
tend the Diffs with another copy of Diffs that will then
have the task to guarantee that the spin-2 field prop-
agates the two degrees of freedom of GR. This is the
Symmetric Teleparallel Equivalent of GR [2, 3].

A natural question would be if it is possible to re-
lax the symmetry requirements while still having a non-
pathological theory. This is what we intend to explore in
this note and we will show how only imposing invariance
under TDiffs suffices to have a ghost-free theory.

III. TDIFF NEWER GR

Let us consider the general quadratic action of sym-
metric teleparallel theories (sometimes called Newer GR)

S = M2
Pl

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
c1QαµνQ

αµν + c2QαµνQ
µνα

+c3QαQ
α + c4Q̃αQ̃

α + c5QαQ̃
α
]

(5)

with ci some constant parameters and we have introduced
the two non-metricity traces

Qα = gµνQαµν , Q̃α = Qµ
µα. (6)

For a generic choice of parameters, the theory possesses
a Diffs symmetry that can be exhausted by going to the
coincident gauge. However, the particular choice of pa-
rameters

c1 = −c2
2

= −c3 =
c5
2

= −1

8
, c4 = 0 , (7)

has an enhanced symmetry so that, even in the coinci-
dent gauge, there remains a second Diff symmetry (up
to a total derivative) that acts trivially on the connec-
tion. These are the parameters that correspond to the
STEGR, thus describing a massless spin-2 field.
Out of all the quadratic invariants, let us have a closer

look at QαQ
α. This non-metricity trace (called Weyl

trace) can be written as1

Qα = ∇α log g (8)

that clearly shows how, in the coincident gauge, the ob-
ject QαQ

α still preserves a TDiff subgroup of Diffs corre-
sponding to Diffs with unitary Jacobian and, hence, it is
a promising candidate to deform the STEGR in a sensible
way. This is further supported by the result in [12] where
it was shown that TDiffs would be enough to remove all
the ghosts from the spectrum of a massless spin-2 field
living on Minkowski and one extra scalar appears. In
fact, they show that this is not only sufficient, but it is
necessary to eliminate the ghosts. The linear spectrum
around Minkowski of the quadratic action (5) coincides
with the Lagrangian analysed in [12] so their results can
be used to show that, as a matter of fact, the extensions
based on QαQ

α are the unique candidates to have ghost-
free theories. A caveat of this argument is that the terms
c2 and c4 are degenerate in the quadratic action around
Minkowski so other extensions based on Q̃αQ̃

α could be

1 The mathematically-minded reader might feel discomfort with
the fact that the argument of the logarithm is a negative quantity
for Lorentzian metrics. However, all the logarithms that we will
encounter will be acted upon by derivatives so there will not be
any burden. Either we interpret it as ∇α log g = ∇αg

g
or we take

its principal branch and the derivative will kill the iπ term.
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envisioned. However, this term does not respect the non-
linear TDiff so that it is very likely that it will reintro-
duce ghosts and/or strongly coupled modes. Thus, we
will focus on the following candidate for a pathology-free
extension of the STEGR:

S =
M2

Pl

2

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
Q− a5

4
QαQ

α
]
, (9)

with Q the non-metricity scalar of STEGR, i.e. the
quadratic Lagrangian with the parameters (7), and we
parametrise the deviation from STEGR with the con-
stant parameter a5. In the coincident gauge, the action
reads

S̊ =
M2

Pl

2

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
Q̊− a5

4
(∂ log g)2

]
, (10)

which coincides with the class of theories recently ex-
plored in [13]. The motivation in that work to choose
the specific theory (10) was that it is equivalent to GR in
the weak field approximation [14]. This model has been
also analyzed in [15] in the class of unimodular bimode
gravity theories. We have seen here that it also arises in
a natural way as an extension of GR in the symmetric
teleparallel geometry.

Away from the coincident gauge, the Weyl non-
metricity trace can be written as

Qα = ∂α log g − 2Γµ
αµ = ∂α log

g

Λ2
(11)

where Λ = det ∂µξ
α and we have used that

Γα
µα = (Λ−1)αρ∂µΛ

ρ
α = ∂µ log Λ. (12)

We can then write the action without fixing any gauge
as

S =
M2

Pl

2

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
Q− a5

4

(
∂ log

g

Λ2

)2
]
. (13)

As we have mentioned, this action has one extra
scalar degree of freedom in the linear spectrum around
Minkowski. Having promoted the TDiff invariance of the
linearised theory to the full theory, one could expect to
preserve the number of degrees of freedom so the linear
spectrum on Minkowski is continuous because the linear
TDiff does not arise as an accidental gauge symmetry.
Let us notice that this is a common problem of telepar-
allel theories that are strongly coupled around physically
sound backgrounds precisely because of the appearance
of accidental gauge symmetries. To show that our TDiff
Newer GR has a continuous spectrum, we will integrate
out the Stueckelberg fields so that the degrees of freedom
are apparent.

A. Integrating out the Stueckelbergs

The TDiff Newer GR action written in the form (13)
suggests to trade the combination g/Λ2 by a scalar field.

Thus, we will introduce a Lagrange multiplier as follows:

S =
M2

Pl

2

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
Q− a5 (∂ log ϕ)2 − λ

(
ϕ− Λ√

−g

)]
.

(14)
The precise form of the constraint imposed by the La-
grange multiplier λ has been chosen to decouple the
Stueckelberg fields from the metric so they can be in-
tegrated out in a straightforward manner. To proceed
with the integration of the Stueckelbergs, let us first no-
tice that the determinant of the inertial frame field Λ can
be written as a divergence:2

Λ = det ∂µξ
α =

1

4!
ϵµνρσϵαβγδ∂µξ

α∂νξ
β∂ρξ

γ∂σξ
δ

= ∂µ

( 1

4!
ϵµνρσϵαβγδξ

α∂νξ
β∂ρξ

γ∂σξ
δ
)
(15)

so, integrating by parts in the last term of the action,
that is the only one containing the Stueckelbergs,3 we
obtain the following action for the Stueckelberg fields:

SStu ≡ M2
Pl

2

∫
d4xλΛ

= − M2
Pl

2× 4!

∫
d4x∂µλϵ

µνρσϵαβγδξ
α∂νξ

β∂ρξ
γ∂σξ

δ.

(16)

If we perform variations with respect to the Stueckel-
bergs, we see that the Levi-Civita symbols prevent the
appearance of any second derivatives and the equations
of motion are simply

∂µλ ϵµνρσϵαβγδ∂νξ
β∂ρξ

γ∂σξ
δ = 0. (17)

Since the matrix ∂µξ
α must be non-singular, this equa-

tion requires the Lagrange multiplier to be constant
λ = λ0. If we plug this value in the action, the term
with the Stueckelberg fields becomes a total derivative
and the TDiff Newer GR action reads

S =
M2

Pl

2

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
Q− a5 (∂ log ϕ)2 − λ0ϕ

]
, (18)

that manifestly shows the presence of one single scalar
degree of freedom (in addition to the graviton) in the full
theory. Furthermore, we immediately see that we need
a5 > 0 for the extra scalar to be healthy. However, we
have also obtained a global degree of freedom described

2 We denote the (metric-independent) Levi-Civita symbol by
ϵµνρσ .

3 To be precise, the STEGR sector of the action described by Q
also contains the Stueckelberg fields, but they only enter as a
total derivative so that piece will not contribute to the equations
of motion. In the rest of the paper we will neglect this total
derivative term so, for all our purposes.
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by λ0 that is reminiscent of integrating out the Stueckel-
berg fields. This result can be understood in geometrical
terms because ∂µξ

α play the role of integrable frames and
the Stueckelberg fields can be associated to the comoving
(Lagrangian) coordinates of some medium. In this set-
up, Λ d4x corresponds to the medium volume form and
the Stueckelberg action (16) is nothing but some poten-
tial function described by λ integrated over the system
volume. The medium symmetries force the potential to
be constant so that the Stueckelberg fields term is just
a cosmological constant for the medium. More explicitly,
the Stueckelberg fields action can be recast as an inte-
gration over the Lagrangian coordinates as

SStu =

∫
d4xλ(x) det ∂µξ

α =

∫
d4 ξλ(x(ξ)), (19)

whose variation trivially imposes the constancy of λ (let
us notice that the fields in the last form of the action are
the x’s).

The interesting feature of the scalar field equivalent
(18) is that the global degree of freedom λ0 is coupled
to the scalar in its potential. In fact, the sector with a
trivial λ0 also trivialises the scalar field potential. We
will come back to this point later, but first let us discuss
another procedure to obtain this result by resorting to
an equivalent way of introducing Stueckelberg fields that
has been used in the literature.

B. An alternative Stueckelbergisation

The fact that Diffs can be restored in different ways has
already been discussed in [11]. We will here use yet an-
other Stueckelbergisation à la Henneaux-Teitelboim [16]
originally introduced in the context of unimodular grav-
ity and applied in the context of TDiff scalar theories in
[17]. We start from the action in the coincident gauge
(10) and restore Diffs by introducing the scalar density
∂µ(

√
−gAµ) such that 1√

−g
∂µ(

√
−gAµ) = DµA

µ, with

Dµ the covariant derivative associated to the Levi-Civita
connection of the metric, transforms as a true scalar.
The coincident gauge is then recovered by the coordi-
nates where ∂µ(

√
−gAµ) = 1. By using the explained

trick, we can write the equivalent action

S̊ =
M2

Pl

2

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
Q̊− a5

(D ·A)2
(∂D ·A)2

]
. (20)

In this formulation, we have introduced an additional
gauge symmetry given by Aµ → Aµ + Dνθ

[µν] for an
arbitrary θµν or, equivalently, Aµ → Aµ + ϑµ with
Dµϑ

µ = 0. It is not difficult to see that the one-form
field Aµ is proportional to the Hodge dual of the three
form ϵαβγδξ

αdξβ ∧ dξγ ∧ dξδ, i.e.,

A ∝ ϵαβγδξ
α ⋆

(
dξβ ∧ dξγ ∧ dξδ

)
(21)

so the Henneaux-Teitelboim restoration of Diffs is dual
to the more direct Stueckelbergisation of the previous

section. The restoring vector field Aµ can be integrated
out following a procedure similar to the integration of the
ξ’s. We first rewrite the action as

S =
M2

Pl

2

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
Q− a5 (∂ log ϕ)2 − λ

(
ϕ−D ·A

)]
.

(22)
The equation for Aµ imposes ∂µλ = 0 which means that
the Lagrange multiplier is constant λ = λ0. We then in-
sert this constraint in the action to obtain the equivalent
action

S =
M2

Pl

2

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
Q− a5 (∂ log ϕ)2 − λ0ϕ

]
, (23)

which coincides with (18), as it should. This proves
the equivalence of the two Stueckelbergisation procedures
and confirms that the TDiff teleparallel theory under con-
sideration contains one additional scalar local degree of
freedom.

C. The scalar field equivalent

We have shown in two alternative ways that the TDiff
Newer GR theory can be written as the scalar field theory
(23). This theory can be expressed in a more canonical

form by redefining ϕ = e
φ√

a5MPl so we have

S =

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
M2

Pl

2
Q− 1

2
(∂φ)2 − M2

Plλ0

2
e

φ√
a5MPl

]
.

(24)
Thus, the TDiff Newer GR describes one additional scalar
field with an exponential potential plus a global degree
of freedom given by λ0. This result agrees with the find-
ings in [18] where TDiff theories were explored from a
different perspective. Furthermore, written in this way
it is apparent that these theories recover GR in the weak
field limit, as it was the motivation for their considera-
tion in [13] and might be slightly more obscure in the
formulation (10).
It is important to emphasise that λ0 is not a parameter

of the theory, but a global degree of freedom to be fixed
by boundary conditions. In this respect, the choice of
λ0 could be interpreted as a selection rule of the theory.
Another remarkable property of the resulting theory is
that the generated interactions from the integration of
the Stueckelbergs are local. This is not usually the case
and integrating out Stueckelberg fields commonly give
rise to non-local operators. A paradigmatic example is
Proca theory for a massive spin-1 field which, after in-
tegrating out the Stueckelberg fields, is described by the

Lagrangian LProca = − 1
4Fµν(1 − m2

□ )Fµν that is non-

local.4

4 A similar result arises for massive gravity and the non-local op-
erators can be interpreted as filters that could be used for de-
gravitating [19].
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Let us finally comment on the issue of inserting a so-
lution like λ = λ0 in the action that could cause some
doubts. Although this is a legitimate procedure (pro-
vided it is appropriately done), one could worry that
some extra care should be taken for instance to main-
tain the variational principle. In our case, there is not
any particularly subtle point, but it is however reassuring
to show explicitly that nothing goes wrong by checking
the equivalence of the equations of motion. This can be
checked with both Stueckelbergisation procedures that
we have discussed, but for the sake of concreteness we
will do it for (22). We can integrate by parts in that
action to write it as

S =
M2

Pl

2

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
Q− a5 (∂ log ϕ)2 − λϕ−Aµ∂µλ

]
.

(25)
It is obvious that λ will enter as a source in the scalar
field equation and will contribute a term ∝ λϕgµν to
the energy-momentum tensor of ϕ. The Lagrange mul-
tiplier will contribute another term to the gravitational
equations given by gµνA

α∂αλ. On the other hand, the
equation for Aµ still imposes λ to be constant which can
be used in the scalar and gravitational equations. We
then find that the term (Aα∂αλ)gµν in the gravitational
equations vanishes while the other contributions are ex-
actly the same as those derived from (23), thus showing
the validity of our procedure.

D. Symmetries

After discussing the equivalence of the TDiff Newer
GR theory to a scalar field theory with a global degree
of freedom, a discussion on the symmetries of the theory
is in order. Let us start by the most trivial one, i.e.,
the Diffs shared by all the symmetric teleparallel theories
away from the coincident gauge. They correspond to the
usual Diffs with the Stueckelbergs changing as

ξα(x) → ξ̃α(x̃) = ξα(x) (26)

so we have

Λα
µ(x) → Λ̃α

µ(x̃) =
∂xν

∂x̃µ
Λα

ν(x). (27)

This symmetry will be responsible for the usual Bianchi
identities relating the metric and the connection field
equations. The TDiff Newer GR takes its name from
the additional symmetry it realises in the coincident
gauge that is apparent from (10). It is clear that, in
the coincident gauge, we can still perform a TDiff that
leaves the Stueckelberg fields untouched, i.e., the met-
ric changes but the connection does not. Of course,
the symmetry remains away from the coincident gauge
and the simplest realisation is the same as in the co-
incident gauge, i.e., a TDiff coordinate transformation
xµ → x̃µ(x) with det ∂x̃µ

∂xν = 1 but leaving the Stueckel-
berg fields unchanged

ξα(x) → ξα(x̃). (28)

This means that the inertial frame transforms as a scalar:

Λα
µ(x) → Λ̃α

µ(x̃) =
∂ξα(x̃)

∂x̃µ
=

∂ξα(x)

∂xµ
= Λα

µ(x). (29)

In order to distinguish the usual Diffs (under which the
reference frame transforms as a 1-form) from these Diffs
(under which the reference frame transforms as a scalar),
we will refer to the latter as Diffs’.
There is another realisation of the TDiff symmetry that

is realised entirely on the Stueckelberg fields. Since they
only enter through the determinant of the inertial frame
matrix Λα

µ, we can perform an arbitrary field redefini-
tion of the Stueckelberg fields

ξα → ξα(ζ) with

∣∣∣∣det ∂ξα∂ζβ

∣∣∣∣ = 1, (30)

which corresponds to an internal TDiff transformation.
This realisation is practical because it does not involve
spacetime transformations. The two discussed realisa-
tions are the limiting cases of the general realisation that
involves both Diffs’ and field redefinitions of the following
form:

ξα → ξα(ζ(x̃)). (31)

Under this transformation, the inertial frame changes as

Λ̃α
µ(x̃) =

∂ξα(ζ(x̃))

∂x̃µ
=

∂ξα

∂ζβ
∂ζβ(x)

∂xµ
(32)

so we find the transformation rule

g

Λ2
→

(
det

∂x̃µ

∂xν
det

∂ξα

∂ζβ

)−2
g

Λ2
. (33)

From this expression, we see that we need to impose∣∣∣∣det ∂x̃µ

∂xν
det

∂ξα

∂ζβ

∣∣∣∣ = 1 (34)

to have invariance. From this relation we corroborate
that the two TDiff realisations discussed above are re-
covered by trivialising the spacetime Diffs’ and the field
redefinitions respectively. In fact, these are the two ex-
treme cases where a proper TDiff arises. In general, we
can perform arbitrary Diffs’ and field redefinitions as long
as the non-TDiff pieces compensate and the constraint
(34) is satisfied.
The symmetries that we have discussed so far will be

symmetries of any theory that depends on the combina-
tion g/Λ2. The symmetric teleparallel theories however
have more symmetries because the fundamental quan-
tity is Qα = ∂α log g

Λ2 . This means that we can perform
an arbitrary transformation that violates the condition
(34) as long as it is global. In that case, both Jaco-

bians det ∂x̃µ

∂xν and det ∂ξα

∂ζβ are constant so they are killed

by the derivative in Qα. Thus, these global transfor-
mations will be symmetries of the symmetric teleparallel
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theories. We should notice that this global symmetry
has only one parameter that is associated to the prod-
uct of the two Jacobians. In other words, an arbitrary
global transformation can always be factorised as a dila-
tion (i.e., a transformation proportional to the identity)
and a transformation subject to (34) so only the global
dilation piece is actually an additional global symmetry.
More explicitly, this global symmetry can be entirely re-
alised on the Stueckelberg fields as ξα → κξα, with κ
constant or, in the coincident gauge, as a usual dilation
xµ → κxµ. How does this additional symmetry presents
itself in the scalar equivalent? A priori, this global dila-
tion should correspond to a shift symmetry in (24), but
it would seem that the exponential potential breaks the
would-be shift symmetry. However, we must note that
λ0 is not an external parameter, but a global degree of
freedom. Thus, if we perform a shift φ → φ + c in (23)

together with a rescaling λ0 → λ0e
− c√

a5MPl , the action
remains invariant. The consequence of this symmetry is

the obvious relation ∂L(ϕ)
∂φ = λ0√

a5MPl

∂L(ϕ)
∂λ0

. More inter-

esting is the on-shell conserved current that is obtained
for the formulation in terms of the Stueckelberg fields,
which can be written as

Jµ =
√
−gQµ − 1

4
∂α

(√
−gQα

)
(Λ−1)µβξ

β . (35)

Since the Stueckelberg equations can be written as

∂µ

[
∂α

(√
−gQα

)
(Λ−1)µβ

]
= 0, (36)

we see that ∂µJ
µ = 0 upon use of the above equations so

it is indeed conserved on-shell.
In general, the symmetric teleparallel theories have the

following set of off-shell conserved currents:

Jµ
α = ϵµνρσϵαβγδ∂νξ

β∂ρξ
γ∂σξ

δ. (37)

These off-shell currents are nothing but the derivatives
of the determinant of the inertial frame Jµ

α = ∂Λ
∂Λα

µ
so

the Stueckelberg equations can also be written as

∂µ

(
δS
δΛ

Jµ
α

)
= 0. (38)

Since Jµ
α are conserved off-shell, this equation implies

δS
δΛ

= λ0 (39)

for some constant λ0. This is a generalisation of the result
shown in IIIA of the appearance of a global degree of
freedom. Notice that we have not specified any particular
action for this result, thus showing that the appearance
of a global degree of freedom is in fact a generic property
of TDiff symmetric teleparallel theories.

E. Cosmology

In the cosmological context, the behaviour of this type
of scalar field models with exponential potentials (24) is

well-known [20]. In cosmologies containing a barotropic
fluid with energy density ρF and constant equation of
state −1 < ωF < 1, there exist two types of late-time
attractors for λ0 > 0:

• For 1/a5 < 3(1+ωF ) and a5 > 1/6, the scalar field
dominates at late times with an effective equation
of state ωS = −1 + 1/(3a5)

• For 1/a5 > 3(1 + ωF ) we have scaling solutions in
which the scalar field energy density mimics the
barotropic fluid with ΩS = 3a5(1 + ωF ). Con-
straints from light element abundances on the ex-
pansion rate of the universe during nucleosynthe-
sis allows to set a bound on the a5 parameter
a5 <∼ 1/20 in this case.

These results are in agreement with what was obtained
in [13] for the TDiff model in (10). In addition, it has
been shown in [13] that in case φ = cte, λ0 = 0, which
corresponds to ∂g = 0, we recover GR cosmology for a
barotropic fluid, although that solution is unstable for
all values of ωF > −1 [20]. When the scalar field is sub-
dominant with respect to the barotropic fluid, it behaves
as a cosmological constant throughout the cosmic history
until it reaches the late-time attractor behaviour [13].

On the other hand, for negative λ0, which corresponds
to ωS > 1, we have recollapsing solutions for a5 ≥ 1/6
and in the case a5 < 1/6, we have ever-expanding so-
lutions for ρF = 0 (see [13]) which corresponds to a
kinetic-dominated attractor in [21]. However, these ex-
panding solutions with a negative potential, apart from
introducing potential tachyon instabilities, are also un-
stable in the presence of ordinary matter, spatial cur-
vature or anisotropic shear and always recollapse to a
singularity [21].

Let us notice that the branch with λ0 = 0 can ac-
commodate homogeneous but anisotropic solutions with
φ = ϕ0(t) + vix

i, with vi a constant vector. The rea-
son is that the shift symmetry for the field φ → φ + c
is exact in the sense that it does not involve λ0. This
shift symmetry then allows to restore homogeneity. The
realisation of homogeneity corresponds to a spatial trans-
lation x⃗ → x⃗ + x⃗0 in combination with an internal shift
with parameter c = −v⃗ · x⃗0. The cosmological scenarios
for these configurations correspond to having a homoge-
neous non-comoving fluid and they could provide a real-
isation of the scenarios explored in [22–25] (see also [26]
for a bi-metric realisation).

In terms of the scalar equivalent, it is clear that the cos-
mological solutions for homogeneous and isotropic uni-
verses will be supported by a homogeneous scalar field.
However, from the perspective of the Stueckelberg fields
the situation is less simple in view of the classifica-
tion performed in [27] for the inequivalent cosmological
branches of teleparallel theories. Based on this classifica-
tion, the different non-trivial realisations of homogeneity
and isotropy was adapted to the symmetric teleparal-
lel framework in [10] for the spatially flat cosmologies,
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where it was also explained how the cosmological symme-
tries are non-trivially realised on the Stueckelberg fields.
There are three different cosmologies that correspond to
the following Stueckelberg field configurations [10]:

• Trivial branch:

ξ0 = ξ(t), ξi = σ0x
i. (40)

• Non-trivial branch I:

ξ0 = ξ(t)− 1

2
σ0ω|x⃗|2, ξi = σ0x

i. (41)

• Non-trivial branch II:

ξ0 = ξ(t), ξi =
[
ωξ(t) + σ0

]
xi. (42)

In these expressions, σ0 and ω are constant parameters
and ξ(t) is an arbitrary function of time (that describes
the single cosmological degree of freedom of the back-
ground connection). As explained in [10], the general
symmetric teleparallel theories feature a global symme-
try ξα → Aα

βξ
β +bα that can be used to compensate for

spatial rotations and translations, that do not leave the
above configurations invariant by themselves. However,
the TDiff-invariant case has an enhanced symmetry and
now we can perform an arbitrary field redefinition satis-
fying (28). It turns out that the non-trivial branches can
be related with the trivial branch by exploiting this en-
hanced symmetry. It is instructive to see explicitly how
this comes about.

• Non-trivial branch I. For this configuration, we can
perform the TDiff field redefinition:

ζ0 = ξ0 +
ω

2σ0
ξ⃗2, ζi = ξi (43)

so we recover the trivial branch with ζ0 = ξ(t) and
ζi = σ0x

i. The Jacobian of the transformation

is easy to compute. Since ∂ζi

∂ξ0 = 0, the Jacobian

is simply det ∂ζα

∂ξβ
= ∂ζ0

∂ξ0 det ∂ζi

∂ξj = 1 so the field

redefinition indeed satisfies the TDiff condition.

• Non-trivial branch II. This branch can be brought
to the trivial branch by performing the field redef-
inition

ζ0 =
(ωξ0 + σ0)

4

4ωσ3
0

, ζi =
σ0

ωξ0 + σ0
ξi. (44)

In this case we must identify (ωξ0+σ0)
4

4ωσ3
0

with the

function ξ(t) in (40). The Jacobian of this trans-
formation can be computed as in the previous case

since ∂ζ0

∂ξi = 0 so that we obtain

det
∂ζα

∂ξβ
=

∂ζ0

∂ξ0
det

∂ζi

∂ξj
=

∂ζ0

∂ξ0

(
σ0

ωξ0 + σ0

)3

= 1. (45)

Thus, we confirm that the three cosmological branches
are related via a TDiff field redefinition of the Stueck-
elberg fields and, hence, they are physically equivalent
configurations that pleasingly recover the single branch
of the scalar equivalent. Furthermore, we can trivially
check the constancy of the Lagrange multiplier in the
cosmological scenario by noticing that Λ = σ3

0 ξ̇, as it
should because we have shown that Λ is always a total
derivative, so its equation of motion yields λ̇ = 0, i.e.,
λ is constant. This is the cosmological minisuperspace
realisation of the general result obtained in (39).

IV. BEYOND TDIFF NEWER GR

In the precedent section we have discussed how to ex-
tend the quadratic Newer GR action of the symmetric
teleparallel framework in a ghost-free way by relaxing
the full Diff symmetry of STEGR to its TDiff subgroup.
This procedure is not unique of the quadratic theory and
in turn it can be straightforwardly extended in various
directions. In this section, we will present the non-linear
extensions to include an arbitrary function of QαQ

α that
will result in a specific type of K−essence for the scalar
equivalent, and an extension including derivatives of Qα

that will be related to shift-symmetric Horndeski theo-
ries.

A. Symmetric teleparallel K-essence

Clearly, the STEGR can be extended to a more general
theory where we add an arbitrary function of the non-
metricity trace

S =

∫
d4x

√
−g

[M2
Pl

2
Q+K(QαQ

α)
]

(46)

so, mutatis mutandis, the procedure employed for the
TDiff Newer GR will lead to an equivalent family of
K-essence theories with the same linear potential deter-
mined by the integration constant λ0. Thus, we can write
the theory described by (46) in the following equivalent
form:

S =

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
M2

Pl

2
Q+K(X)− λ0e

φ

]
, (47)

with X ≡ ∂αφ∂
αφ. The appearance of the integration

constant can be obtained directly from the original action
(46), noting that the equation for the Stueckelbergs can
be written as

∂µ

(
δS
δΛ

Λ(Λ−1)µα

)
= 0. (48)

If we use now that

Λ(Λ−1)µα ∝ ϵµνρσϵαβγδΛ
β
νΛ

γ
ρΛ

δ
σ (49)
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together with the property ∂[µΛ
α
ν] = 0, the Stueckelberg

fields equation reduces to

∂µ

(
δS
δΛ

)
= 0, (50)

that can be integrated to obtain

δS
δΛ

= λ0. (51)

This is the generalisation of the result obtained in Sec.
IIIA where 2

M2
Pl

δS
δΛ = λ for the formulation (14) for in-

stance and it is an explicit example of the general result
shown in (39). It is evident that all the discussions in the
precedent sections regarding cosmological branches, sym-
metries, etc. will also be valid for the K-essence family.
In particular, the global dilation invariance remains and
the corresponding conserved current derived from (46) is
given by

Jµ =
√
−gK′Qµ − 1

4
∂α

(√
−gK′Qα

)
(Λ−1)µβξ

β , (52)

which is conserved upon use of the connection equation

∂µ

[
∂α

(√
−gK′Qα

)
(Λ−1)µβ

]
= 0. (53)

This dilation invariance translates into a shift symmetry
together with a re-scaling of the global degree of freedom
λ0, which is apparent in (47). In this respect, since a
superfluid can be described in terms of a shift symmetric
scalar field whose leading order interactions are given by
a K(X) theory, it is tempting to interpret (47) as a spe-
cial type of superfluid. For the solutions with a trivial
global degree of freedom λ0 = 0, the interpretation as
a superfluid is immediate and, as a matter of fact, the
homogeneous and anisotropic configurations discussed in
Sec. III E can be nicely interpreted as a moving super-
fluid. On the other hand, for non-trivial values of λ0, we
could interpret it as a superfluid coupled to an external
global degree of freedom that preserves the super-fluid
symmetries. A more thorough exploration of this inter-
pretation would be interesting to pursue further.

B. TDiff symmetric teleparallel Horndeski

In the previous TDiff symmetric teleparallel K-essence
theories, we have restricted ourselves to ultralocal inter-
actions of Qα. It is however possible to also include in-
teractions featuring derivatives of the non-metricity Weyl
trace, although this must be done with some care. The
reason is that, adding more derivatives, we will be prone
to introducing new (ghostly) degrees of freedom. How-
ever, guided by the Horndeski scalar-tensor theories [28],
we just need to consider the permitted derivative non-
minimal couplings of a scalar field and translate to our
framework. As an illustrative example of the procedure,

let us consider the quadratic TDiff symmetric teleparallel
action supplemented with a non-minimal coupling to the
metric Einstein tensor:

S =
M2

Pl

2

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
Q− a5

4
QαQ

α +
β

2
GµνQµQν

]
.

(54)
One might object that we are mixing the symmetric
teleparallel and the usual GR frameworks. However, one
could also argue that we are not abandoning the sym-
metric teleparallel arena because the Einstein tensor can
be covariantly expressed in terms of the non-metricity, as
can be easily proven from the relation

Gµν(g) =
1√
−g

δ(
√
−gQ)

δgµν
. (55)

In fact, we could use this relation to rewrite the action
in the suggestive form

S =
M2

Pl

2

∫
d4x

[√
−gQ+

β

2

δ(
√
−gQ)

δgµν
QµQν

− a5
4

√
−gQαQ

α
]
. (56)

that is manifestly written in the symmetric teleparallel
realm. In any case, the point that we want to stress
is that, after the procedure of introducing the Stueck-
elberg fields and integrate them out as in the previous
sections, it should be clear that we will simply generate
a non-minimal derivative coupling of the scalar field to
the Einstein tensor so the scalar equivalent will be

S =

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
M2

Pl

2
Q+ βGµν∂µφ∂νφ

− 1

2
(∂φ)2 − M2

Plλ0

2
e

φ√
a5MPl

]
, (57)

where we have redefined β → β/a5. This action is well-
known to be ghost-free, since it belongs to the Horndeski
class. Obviously, we could have considered a generic K-
essence term instead of the quadratic term described by
a5. In fact, the depicted procedure can be straightfor-
wardly extended to obtain the whole class of shift sym-
metric Horndeski Lagrangians with an exponential po-
tential that couples to the global degree of freedom. The
theory described by (54) is a particular case of the quar-
tic Horndeski Lagrangian that would be straightforward
to extend to the general quartic Horndeski case. It is
interesting and instructive to show how the cubic Horn-
deski Lagrangian can be formulated as a specific TDiff
symmetric teleparallel theory. Let us consider an action
that includes the following term:

Scubic =
1

2

∫
d4x

√
−gQµ∇µG3(QαQ

α), (58)

where G3 is an arbitrary function and we assume that
the complete action can contain other sectors constructed
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in the TDiff symmetric framework as discussed above,
e.g., a K-essence sector and/or the non-minimal coupling
introduced in (54). Using once again the same procedure
to integrate the Stueckelbergs out, the action (58) can be
written as

Scubic =

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
∂µ log ϕ∂µG3

(
(∂ log ϕ)2

)
− λ0ϕ

]
.

(59)
We can now integrate by parts and redefine the scalar
field as φ = log ϕ to finally obtain

Scubic = −
∫

d4x
√
−g

[
G3

(
X
)
□φ+ λ0e

φ
]
, (60)

with □ ≡ DµD
µ. We thus see the advertised equivalence

to the cubic Horndeski. In particular, let us notice that
we recover a cubic Galileon for G3 = X and a trivial
global degree of freedom λ0 = 0. The Galileon is spe-
cial because it enjoys an additional Galilean symmetry
φ → φ + c + vµx

µ. In the TDiff symmetric teleparallel
formulation, this symmetry seemingly only exists in the
sector of trivial λ0.
While the Lagrangians we considered are a subclass of

the original Horndeski Lagrangians, the term symmetric
teleparallel Horndeski has been used in Ref. [29] for more
arbitrary Lagrangians which result in second order equa-
tions of motion though usually propagate more than an
extra scalar degree of freedom besides the graviton.

V. MATTER COUPLINGS

Thus far, we have restricted to the pure gravita-
tional sector, but a natural and pertinent question is
how matter fields will couple to gravity in this frame-
work. For a thorough discussion of matter couplings
in teleparallel theories we will refer to [30]. As was
shown there, the symmetric teleparallel minimal cou-
pling (∂µ → ∇µ) is equivalent to the metrical coupling
(∂µ → Dµ, which would be the minimal coupling in the
conventional pseudo-Riemannian formulation of GR), so
either way the resulting theory will be an equivalent GR
with an extra uncoupled scalar field plus the global de-
gree of freedom λ0. Effectively, matter fields only couple
to the metric, but not to the independent connection.

More interesting may be to consider non-minimal cou-
plings in the matter sector so that the matter fields cease
being oblivious to the connection. In the symmetric
teleparallel framework, it seems natural to introduce cou-
plings to the connection through the non-metricity. How-
ever, this must be done with care not to introduce unde-
sired new degrees of freedoms that could jeopardise the
good properties of the gravitational sector, i.e., the ab-
sence of ghosts. Our guiding principle for this task can be
the enhanced symmetry of the gravitational sector that
we should also respect in the matter couplings and this
is trivially achieved if the non-minimal couplings are in-
troduced through the non-metricity trace Qα, which is

the building block for the construction of the gravita-
tional sector as well. It is not difficult to see that these
couplings will simply amount to introducing derivative
interactions with the scalar field of the equivalent de-
scription. Thus, we could for instance couple the matter
sector through a disformal metric defined by

g̃µν = A(QαQ
α)gµν +B(QαQ

α)QµQν (61)

with A and B some arbitrary functions. It should be clear
that the equivalent scalar theory will feature a coupling
of the scalar to the matter fields through the metric

g̃µν = A(X)gµν +B(X)∂µφ∂νφ. (62)

However, this is only a specific geometrical way of adding
couplings to matter. In general, we can introduce arbi-
trary couplings to the non-metricity trace Qα that will
give rise to derivative couplings to the scalar field of the
equivalent formulation. Introducing couplings to mat-
ter in this way will trivially preserve all the symmetries
(both local and global) already present in the gravita-
tional sector. The generated interactions have a formal
resemblance to the natural couplings that arise in higher
dimensional braneworld scenarios where the Goldstone
bosons associated to the breaking of the fifth-dimensional
translations couple derivatively to the fields living on the
brane. Thus, much of the phenomenology for those sce-
narios will also exist in the TDiff symmetric teleparallel
theories (see e.g. [31] and references therein).5

Slightly deviating from the symmetric teleparallel
realm, one can be more general and couple the matter
fields to the combination g/Λ2 (without derivatives) that
respects the desired symmetries and will also admit a
scalar equivalent description. This is of course still Diff-
invariant and preserves the additional TDiff symmetry.6

These couplings however break the global dilation/shift
symmetry and including them would also require adding
some general potential VTDiff(g/Λ

2) in the gravitational
sector. The absence of the global symmetry in these in-
teractions are likely to lead to a worse behaviour against
quantum corrections and might require some fine-tuning.
The reason for this is that the global symmetry will help
to prevent quantum corrections that would renormalise
the leading order operators, thus spoiling the predictabil-
ity of the theory as an effective field theory. Since these
interactions are arguably beyond the natural symmetric
teleparallel framework, and they can be easily forbidden
by appealing to the global dilation symmetry, we can
safely leave them out.

5 The discussed interactions through the shift-symmetric disformal
metric can also be obtained from consistent couplings to the total
energy-momentum tensor [32].

6 These couplings have been considered in the context of TDiff
theories in e.g. [33–35].
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VI. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this note has been to show how the
symmetric teleparallel framework allows for a class of
ghost-free theories where the full Diffs that guarantee the
absence of pathologies for the STEGR is broken down to
its TDiff subgroup. For these theories, we have been
able to fully integrate out the Stueckelberg fields of the
symmetric teleparallel connection to show an equivalence
with a family of scalar field theories with a potential. The
remarkable feature of these theories is that the potential
of the scalar field contains a parameter that corresponds
to an integration constant that arises in a similar man-
ner to the cosmological constant in unimodular gravity.
After discussing some properties of the equivalent the-
ory, we have shown how to introduce couplings to matter
as well as non-minimal couplings. Apart from their the-
oretical consistency, the minimally coupled theories are
identical to GR in the weak field limit having also the
same PPN parameters. Moreover, they can recover the
standard cosmological evolution in the ϕ = const and
λ0 = 0 case, so that they are also viable alternatives to
Einstein gravity from an observational point of view. In
other words, the theory contains solutions that are iden-
tical to those of GR so that we can be as close as desired
to the standard evolution. On the other hand, it is inter-
esting to notice that these theories will naturally come
equipped with screening mechanisms (see e.g. [36] for a
review on scalar field theories featuring screening mech-
anisms) that exhibit the novelty of being governed by a
global degree of freedom for some solutions.

It is worth to point out that the metric teleparallel
admits an analogous (manifestly ghost-free) path to gen-
erate extensions of the MTEGR. The TDiff symmetry
in that geometrical framework can be implemented by
introducing terms depending on the determinant of the
vierbein. One could then translate our findings to that

framework and generate equivalent theories formulated
in metric teleparallel geometries. However, while the
symmetric teleparallel geometrical set-up admits a natu-
ral formulation in terms of the fundamental geometrical
object, namely, the non-metricity, the analogous formu-
lation in the metric teleparallel framework appears less
natural to formulate in terms of the torsion (if possi-
ble at all). On the other hand, one could also attempt
to construct theories along the lines suggested here for
the general teleparallel geometry where the connection
is only subject to be flat, but it is otherwise free, i.e.,
the reference frames do not need to be integrable, as in
the symmetric teleparallel geometry, nor Lorentzian, as
in the metric teleparallel geometry. The relevant sym-
metry group for the general equivalent is a full GL(4,R)
symmetry so there is more room for soft relaxations of
the GR equivalent symmetries that could accommodate
pathology-free theories. This program was already initi-
ated to some extent at linear order in [5] and those results
can serve to select the potential ghost-free candidates.

In any case, we will conclude by emphasising that the
symmetric teleparallel geometries seem to be a very natu-
ral place to formulate TDiff theories and our results open
a new pathology-free avenue for exploring phenomeno-
logical applications as in e.g. cosmology or black hole
physics.
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